OUTLINE TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

Product: USB Cable (for use with Rotary Evaluation Unit)
Part No.: LT-ROT-EVAL-USB-1.0
Description: A cable to connect the Zettlex Rotary Evaluation Unit to the USB port of a PC.

You will either need this or a RS232 equivalent if you plan to connect the Rotary Evaluation Unit to a PC.

Adaptor with integral lead to allow serial devices (such as the Rotary or Linear Zettlex Technology Demonstrators) with a 9D output to connect directly to a USB port on a PC or laptop.

Specification:

- 0,65m long lead
- Bus powered unit with no power supply required
- Supplied complete with CD for driver installation
- Easy installation with auto handshake mode
- Complies with USB 1.1 standards
- 230Kbps transfer rate
- Integral buffer to assist upstream & downstream data flow
- Windows compatible – ideal for laptops.